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ABSTRACT

Historically in most countries the broad range of land administration activities have developed in isolation or at best with weak linkages. The information revolution has put major pressures on these historical institutional structures. This has been especially evident in the areas associated with the management of spatial information which incorporate cadastral, land and geographic information systems.

The last decade has seen the growth of three major thrusts in both government and society which are having a profound impact on the future management of these land information systems. The first has been the growth of importance of environmental management; this will surely be the high profile issue in the 1990s as it was in the 1980s. Secondly is the growth in importance of the management of cities and urban areas in both the developed and developing world, as the importance of cities as the engines of economic growth is increasingly recognised. Lastly is the move by governments worldwide to privatisation of public services. This has a major impact on the management of spatial data.

The above developments are coming into conflict in a number of jurisdictions as governments grapple with the competing interests within a general move to an information society. The ensuing debate increases substantially as governments in both the developed and developing world often believe that modern information technology (IT) alone will solve many of the problems in managing our environment and our cities, while at the same time returning hundreds of millions of dollars in savings in government expenditure. While there is some truth in the value of IT in these areas, the benefits and savings will only be achieved after major political, institutional, educational and technological changes.

The lessons and politics from Victoria over the last decade or more are a reminder to other countries and jurisdictions that it is essential to understand the broad dimension of the management of land and geographic information, and the pitfalls if the interests of all "players" are not taken into account and a global view of the management of all spatial data is not taken. Such an understanding of the political environment is essential if basic cadastral reforms are to be successful.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of looking at all the components within a state-wide land information system, as one global system in order to solve a state's land and geographic information management problems, has been promoted by many authors and most systems since the early 1970s. It was an issue raised at the Conference on Cadastral Reform two years ago (Williamson, 1990a). There has been a recognition in most of the models of state-wide systems of the necessity to link the two major groups of land related data, namely parcel-based or cadastral data and natural resources data. However most models have been conceptual in nature and have lacked a strong institutional framework to ensure that all the disparate data sets in land information
systems are linked both institutionally and technically. Simply, most proposals to link cadastral and environmental type data have been a pious hope rather than based on serious institutional reforms. The political consequences of not developing an appropriate model to accommodate both types of data, and more importantly the problem of not raising the coordination of all land and geographic information to a higher level on a statewide basis above these two interest groups, can be major.

At the same time the development of land and geographic information systems, including cadastral systems, must recognise the wider political environment in which such developments take place. In particular there are three major changes which are occurring world-wide and which are having a major political and social impact on the development of such systems. The first is the growth of cities and urbanisation and particularly the impact of this in the developing world. Secondly, the major interest in the 1980s and 1990s in environmental issues and thirdly, the move by governments in the late 1980s and 1990s to privatisation of government services.

These major changes are occurring as societies both in the Western and developing world are moving to an information society. We are often told of the significant impact that information technology will have on our lifestyles, however it is hard to grasp until it actually impacts on the individual. To look at the potential of information technology one only has to look at the impact of electronic mail, the facsimile machine, the mobile phone, the “portable office” and the increasingly large optical fibre networks. All these systems are very quickly moving us toward the global village.

As the world moves quickly in this direction with the consequent growth and dependence on information technology, there is an increasing interest in land and geographic information systems which was not seen even a few years ago. Unfortunately there is also an increasing belief that such technologies alone will solve many of societies current problems, albeit they have the potential as part of a broad range of initiatives to make a significant contribution.

At the same time however governments have begun to realise the importance of the management of land and geographic information and the political consequences if such information is not properly managed. While land and geographic information management has raised its profile in the government arenas over the last couple of decades, there has been increasing incidence for the decisions on the development of such systems to be based on political motives rather than sound technical and institutional decisions.

This paper suggests that politics has had a very significant influence on the development of land and geographic information systems both in Australia and overseas. This is both healthy and appropriate but must be kept in perspective. This is however, an area which is rarely discussed in public forums although its impact far outweighs many of the technical reasons for the establishment or success of such systems. If we as cadastral, land and geographic information professionals are to develop the systems we believe society needs, then we have to understand the political processes which influence such developments.

AN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF LAND MANAGEMENT IN AUSTRALIA

In order to better understand the influence of political processes involved in the development of cadastral systems, and land and geographic information systems, it is worth examining the development of land management in the State of Victoria as a case study. Further background on this area can be seen by reference to Williamson (1990b).

When Australia was settled in the early 1800s, the major objective of the state governments were to alienate land. This was a very important political process which was controlled by the then Surveyors General departments. As time progressed, and the processes moved more from alienation to land management, departments of Lands were created both in Victoria and other states to manage both the alienation of land and the Crown estate.
At the same time however, around Australia there was a growing activity with regard to the sale and subdivision of private lands. Since these were not state lands, such activities were not managed within the existing Lands departments. Initially existing deed registration systems were established within the Registrars General departments and eventually title registration was introduced in the mid-1850s. Importantly, the management of private lands in this context was seen as a legal function with such responsibilities residing in Attorneys General departments. History records that title registration and land ownership was of such political importance in the mid-1850s in South Australia that it was the platform which assisted Robert Torrens becoming Premier of South Australia.

In time, activities concerned with the sale and subdivision of private lands outstripped the activities surrounding the management of Crown lands. As a result, in the mid-1900s the Registrars General departments (under the direction of the Attorney General) became much more influential in managing the states land resources since they controlled the sale and subdivision of private lands. The growing activity in the 1970s led to the computerisation of land records within land titles offices to better manage the transfer and subdivision of private lands. Such initiatives were often part of statewide land information management strategies which tended to grow out of initiatives from Surveyors General in Lands departments, however there tended to be an uneasy relationship between the surveyors and lawyers in managing such information. Such strategies in the early to late 1970s can be exemplified by the establishment of LANDATA in Victoria. Such strategies were predicated on significant revenue savings to government due to improved management of land related information.

Ironically there are many similarities between the growth in European cadastral systems and their Australian counterparts. The comparison between Australia and Germany in this regard has been quite striking, particularly the similarities between the role of the cadastre and the legal land register in Germany, and the creation of a land information system in Australia based on a cadastral map and the role of the land titles offices. Unfortunately Australian administrators have not been very willing to accept these similarities, which in turn could help Australia identify possible future directions for its cadastral systems. It is for this reason that one of the Keynote addresses at this conference is concerned with the Austrian cadastral system.

The most important difference between the classic cadastral approach and the Australian approach is in the role and importance of the cadastral map. In classic cadastral systems the cadastral map is the basis of the system with the cadastral surveys being simply a means to an end. In Australia, cadastral surveys and the related plans (Deposited Plans) are still paramount, with a resulting cadastral map being more analogous to a charting map, albeit this is changing as seen in the Australian Capital Territory where the concept of a "Continuous Deposited Plan" (in fact a legal cadastral map) appears to be gaining favour (Williamson, 1987a and 1987b).

Along with trends elsewhere in Australia, it was recognised in Victoria in the early 1980s that in order to manage land related information effectively it was desirable to incorporate all the land related organisations into one department. As a consequence the Titles Office, the Division of Surveying and Mapping, LANDATA and the Valuer General's Department, were consolidated into one organisation.

The mid 1980s saw an increasing concern in government for cost recovery and increased efficiency in government services. One reaction to this was the awarding of a consultancy for the development of a future strategy for LANDATA to consultants from Sweden. They recommended an increased concentration on textual data and cost recovery. The recommended focus was on non-graphic parcel-based data to the exclusion of graphic and particularly digital topographic data. In the mid to late 1980s this increasingly resulted in a natural resource lobby being excluded from the major thrust of government policy in the development of land information systems in Victoria. The alienation of this lobby group increasingly brought pressure to bear on the government for a review of the unsatisfactory situation. At the same time there was major concern in government that LANDATA had "not delivered" savings as promised. As a response, in late 1990 the Minister then responsible for LANDATA and all the other land related
information activities in government, established a review to determine an appropriate strategy to address the imbalances in the management of land and geographic data and the future of LANDATA.

With regard to the three major changes occurring mentioned above, there is no doubt that the original LANDATA thrust was heavily influenced by cost recovery issues and the dominance of parcel based data in the urban context. However it was not influenced by environmental concerns. Privatisation has certainly had an impact over the last couple of years with the privatisation of the parcel base map maintained by the then Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works through the creation of a private company to manage all its spatial data. This has destabilised previous arrangements where data was in general exchanged at the cost of duplication. Due to the increasing pressure on privatising utilities, the utilities group in Victoria is becoming an even more important land information player than in the past.

Meanwhile, dissatisfaction and political pressure from the natural resource interests continued. For this group the major problem was access to digital map data to support small to medium scale GIS for environmental and natural resource purposes. They were also concerned at the lack of an overall vision or strategy for the management of land related data in the State. These concerns had been simmering for a number of years prior to the review called by the Minister responsible for LANDATA. However the concerns of the environmental and natural resource interests led to the involvement of the Office of the Premier and the group mandated for the state’s information technology (IT) strategy. These concerns resulted in a decision to review geographic information systems in Victoria.

During 1991 there was a major government reorganisation and a new Premier appointed. The then Minister responsible for LANDATA was given a new portfolio. The new Cabinet, as part of its re-organisation and for unknown political reasons, dissolved the department responsible for all the parcel based, cadastral, mapping and land related components of government. First, the Division of Surveying and Mapping and LANDATA were put in the Department of Finance, and secondly the Titles Office was transferred to the Attorney-General’s Department due to the ever present pressure by the legal fraternity in government to control land titles.

As a consequence of the environmental and natural resource interests, the GIS review was undertaken in 1991 through the Office of the Premier, driven very much by the environmental and natural resource lobby. A key result of this review was the establishment of an Office of Geographic Data Coordination in the Department of Finance. The new Director-General of the Department of Finance, who was a former Director of the Department of Conservation, Forests and Lands, appointed a Director and Deputy Director both of whom had a natural resource and environmental background.

Soon after the establishment of the Office of Geographic Data Coordination, there was a Ministerial reshuffle with the Director-General of Finance being moved to the Department of the Treasury. He took the Office of Geographic Data Coordination with him, albeit it further split up the coordination of land related data in the State.

In order to carry out the GIS review, the government obtained the services of a consultant, with broad expertise in GIS with a natural resource and geography background, to assist in developing a GIS strategy for the State. This consultancy is presently under way.

The danger of these recent appointments are that the natural resource and environmental interest groups may overly dominate LIS/GIS policy in the State over the next few years. After the political dominance of a narrow interest group within the cadastral area for many years in the State, such a development may appear justified however it has the potential for creating the same destabilisation as before in the years ahead.

THE DICHOTOMY OF LAND OR GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Over the last decade the terms "land information systems" (LIS) and "land information management" (LIM) have been used in general across Australia to describe the management of spatial data of all forms in a government context, both Federally and at the state level. These terms have been used as the "global" term to include all cadastral and parcel based, environmental and natural resource systems at both small and large scales. The terms have been used to describe systems and processes, with minimal emphasis on technology.

The term "geographic information systems" has not been generally used in Australia for administrative systems although there has been some limited use in the environmental and natural resources areas particularly at small scales and in a project context. The term has been used more in reference to the technology rather than the administrative systems themselves.

The term "land and geographic information systems" is used in this paper to cover all spatial systems including cadastral, environmental and natural resource information systems, including the associated technology. Increasingly the Government of Victoria has been using the term "geographic information systems" (GIS) as the global term to include all such data and systems due to the current dominance of environmental and natural resource personnel in managing the State's system. There is no doubt that this lack of consistency within the Government in Victoria will cause confusion in the years ahead.

It is important to recognise the fundamental difference between these two major data sets and the associated systems which inevitably have to be managed and coordinated within one overall system. First, land information systems tend to be parcel based, large scale, dynamic, administrative systems having very high integrity and accuracy. They include cadastral systems as a key component. They are typically major administrative systems which support government or semi-government activities such as land registration, land tax, land subdivision, local government administration and the management of utilities and services. They primarily support the rating base for our cities and are key targets for governments as they move to privatisation.

Geographic Information Systems on the other hand are typically medium to small scale, more often that not are raster rather than vector data, are generally one-off or project oriented and are usually concerned with a lower integrity and accuracy of data as is common in environmental and natural resource systems. Geographic Information Systems do not usually support a major rating base and usually have a large component of public good. However they are equally important to LIS, albeit for different reasons.

There are other sub-groups of spatial data such as socio-economic data and demographic data which have much in common with geographic information systems. However, from a political perspective, the data sets surrounding these areas have not grown to the extent of the parcel-based or natural resource groups and are not significantly influencing the future direction of systems.

As background to the political environment, the development of land related data in Australia grew out of a very strong professional involvement of surveyors. Their heavy involvement has continued to the present time, however increasingly from the middle of this century, the Land Titles offices (and the legal interests in government) have become increasingly involved due to their critical role in the development of broader land information systems. The result through the 1970s and 1980s has been in Australia that the major influence on the development of cadastral and land information systems was by the survey related professions. The move to an information society has seen increasing demands from the environmental and natural resource groups from within government to gain greater access to appropriate data to support small to medium scale geographic information systems. Due to a lack of understanding of these dynamics and a focus on more traditional cadastral data, the natural resource interests became alienated from the LIS initiatives to a significant extent in the 1980s. Political and institutional problems between these two groups have been evident in Australia in most states and at a Federal level since the mid to late 1980s.
At the Federal level, the major consequence of these two thrusts saw the amalgamation of the Australian Survey Office (in the Department of Administrative Services) and the Division of National Mapping (in the Department of Minerals, Energy and Resources) to form the Australian Surveying and Land Information Group (AUSLIG) within the federal Department of Property and Services. A direct response to the loss of National Mapping was the establishment of the National Resource Information Centre (NRIC) in the Department of Minerals, Energy and Resources (basically an organisation with GIS interests).

There is a similar trend in Australia with regard to academic departments in universities. Due to the major involvement of the management of cadastral and land administration systems by surveying professionals, many departments of surveying around Australia have played a major role in the growth of land and geographic information systems through education, research and consultancies. Due to the strong professional basis of surveyors both in Canada and Europe, similar developments have occurred in those countries. On the other hand in the UK and the US, the surveying professions have not had a strong base as compared to Australia, Canada and Europe. As a consequence, the major growth in education and research in land and geographic information systems in these countries has tended to occur in geography and other departments.

The dichotomy between these professional groupings, which traditionally have aligned themselves with the land information and geographic information management areas, should not be trivialised. These two groups have very different backgrounds, training and perspectives. They often have different priorities and perspectives on the management of spatial data. Without doubt bridging these two disciplines will be one of the key objectives with regard to the management of land and geographic data this decade as shown by the experience in Victoria. It is one of the most important political challenges to be faced by governments in the land management context in Australia and elsewhere over the next decade.

ISSUES

Three important political consequences which arise from the debate to develop land and geographic information systems are:

1. Information technology and LIS/GIS technology alone will not return millions of dollars in savings to any government nor solve the institutional or societal problems created from urbanisation and environmental issues. Statements such as:

   "Geographic information systems are a technology (emphasis added by author) that have direct application to Victoria. The potential benefit is high; as much as $130 million per year has been identified and it may be several times that amount. Any technology that has the potential of reducing government expenditure by over half a billion dollars in the next decade should be fully implemented ..." (Tomlinson, 1991) and,

   "... savings as much as $130 million per year have been identified across government and potential expenditure reductions may be several times that amount.", and "GIS delivers the right information in the right place at the right time and at the right price,..." (Government of Victoria, 1992),

   should be used with care.

2. The parcel-based and environmental/natural resource interests must be equally accommodated, and provide input to the political processes in both balanced and appropriate manner. It is absolutely essential not to marginalise either the environmental, parcel based or utility interests.

3. As governments world-wide move to "small government" through the process of privatisation, there is an important change in the dynamics between the relationship between the government, private and academic sectors in society. Up to the 1970s the
government sector was the major force in the surveying industry in Australia. Over the last decade there has been increasing emphasis on education with a result that education institutions have grown and are offering a much broader range of services and expertise than a decade ago, especially in the cadastral and land and geographic information areas. At the same time there is a transfer of activities from the government to the private sector. The result is that government must learn to adopt a leadership role which maintains a balance between the government, private and academic sectors.

**SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS**

While it is essential to understand the political processes and the operation of government, it is fundamental that appropriate institutional and political structures are put in place to ensure the success of land and geographic information systems within an information society. Lessons from around Australia and overseas strongly suggest that the management of land and geographic information should be coordinated by a central representative body. This should involve all groups, sectors, government private and academic. It should however be coordinated by government due to the necessity to ensure no duplication, the adoption of suitable standards and overall efficiency.

Experience also suggests that one large government department coordinating land information systems is highly desirable and at the very least one government department controlling the cadastral system (including all land parcel records and the digital cadastral data base for the state or jurisdiction) and the digital topographic data base. All other databases and data sets are specific to an individual user or organisation and will build on these central databases.

One of the greatest areas which requires support from government is education and training and applied research in the broad land and geographic information system area. Simply without a commitment to education and training, it will be very difficult to establish and support the systems in the medium to longer term and a continual reliance will be made on consultants and vendors.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In order to undertake cadastral reform in today's information technology environment, it is important to look at the broader management of land and geographic information systems within any state or jurisdiction. It is essential to understand the major influences currently affecting the development of such systems. These are without doubt urbanisation, the environment and a thrust by governments towards privatisation. The forces of urbanisation and privatisation tend to focus government attention on cadastral data (and LIS) while environmental pressures focus attention on natural resources data (and GIS). These pressures must be seen within the broader perspective of an information society, however it is essential to match these societal pressures with the realities of political processes for the development of cadastral reform and, in the broader perspective, with regard to land and geographic information systems.

It is important that governments are aware of the significance of taking into account all land related data and particularly the two key areas of cadastral and natural resource data. The key individuals who coordinate land and geographic information systems must improve their understanding of the political processes and the processes of government. They must realise that it is essential to not only get a balance between the parcel and utility based interest groups and the environmental and natural resource based groups, but the importance of rising above these two interest groups to manage land and geographic data within one total policy for a state or jurisdiction. There are many examples both world-wide, as well as in Australia, where one group has dominated to the detriment of the management of the state as a whole. We must learn to look at the management of spatial data in a global context incorporating all players.

We must learn to look at the management of spatial data in a global context incorporating all players.
As with any initiative, there is no standing still; all systems and processes either move forward or backwards. We live in turbulent political times in Australia. While there is no certainty which way we are heading, the reality is that we have no choice; we must move forward.
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